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Abstract
We describe an adaptation of the simulated
annealing algorithm to nonparametric clus-
tering and related probabilistic models.
This new algorithm learns nonparamet-
ric latent structure over a growing and
constantly churning subsample of training
data, where the portion of data subsampled
can be interpreted as the inverse tempera-
ture β(t) in an annealing schedule. Gibbs
sampling at high temperature (i.e., with
a very small subsample) can more quickly
explore sketches of the final latent state
by (a) making longer jumps around latent
space (as in block Gibbs) and (b) lower-
ing energy barriers (as in simulated an-
nealing). We prove subsample annealing
speeds up mixing time N2 → N in a simple
clustering model and exp(N) → N in an-
other class of models, where N is data size.
Empirically subsample-annealing outper-
forms naive Gibbs sampling in accuracy-
per-wallclock time, and can scale to larger
datasets and deeper hierarchical models.
We demonstrate improved inference on
million-row subsamples of US Census data
and network log data and a 307-row hos-
pital rating dataset, using a Pitman-Yor
generalization of the Cross Categorization
model.
1 Introduction
Recently there has been a flourishing of discrete
nonparametric Bayesian models, extending cluster-
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Energy Simulated Subsample
Landscape Annealing Annealing
Figure 1: Simulated annealing vertically com-
presses the energy landscape, providing exponen-
tially faster inter-mode mixing. Subsample anneal-
ing additionally horizontally compresses the energy
landscape, providing quadratically faster local mix-
ing. (E is energy scale, σ is diffusion scale)
ing models such as the Dirichlet Process Mixture to
more exotic nonparametric models such as the In-
dian Buffet Process, Cross Categorization, and infi-
nite Hidden Markov Models [10]. At the same time,
there has been rapid progress in scaling continuous
Bayesian models to larger structured datasets, in-
cluding results in stochastic gradient descent (SGD),
[3] and a trend towards approximate inference that
trades accuracy for speed. Inference in discrete mod-
els is lagging. Scalable variational inference methods
can often be found in particular models, but these
methods are more problem-specific than, say, Gibbs-
sampling or SGD with minibatches.
The single-site Gibbs sampler is an easy-to-
implement MCMC learning algorithm that is ap-
plicable to a wide range of discrete models. The
contribution of this paper is a time-inhomogeneous-
MCMC extension of the single-site Gibbs sampler
that is still easy to implement yet has been found to
scale well in data size and model complexity. Our ex-
tension runs a standard Gibbs-sampler on a subsam-
ple of the dataset, incrementally churning datapoints
in and out of the subsample and progressively grow-
ing the subsample to include all datapoints. The
only extra parameter to tune is the schedule of sub-
sample sizes. To borrow common terminology from
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the simulated annealing literature, we call this new
method subsample annealing, and treat the portion
of data present in the subsample at time t as the
inverse temperature β(t). Indeed deeper mathemat-
ical connections indicate that subsample annealing is
approximately equivalent to simultaneously anneal-
ing on (a) the energy (as in classical simulated an-
nealing), (b) the metric or stepsize (in a Langevin-
dynamics limit), and (c) the regularization weight of
hyperparameter priors.
Like simulated annealing, subsample annealing
moves towards an increasingly accurate approxi-
mate solution, while guaranteeing that in the long-
schedule limit, the final sample is drawn from the
true posterior1. In this paper we provide both theo-
retical evidence (in section 3) and empirical evidence
(in section 4) that this early fast approximate infer-
ence results in more accurate final samples, com-
pared to those from finite-time full-data MCMC.
This speedup is observable in units of quality-per-
Gibbs-step, but even more dramatically in units
of quality-per-wall-clock-time, since Gibbs steps are
cheaper with less data.
We begin in section 2 with a description of the algo-
rithm. In section 3 we examine a simple toy model
and analyze asymptotic convergence rate, showing
in section 3.3 that annealing can offer exponential
speedup in some cases. In section 4 we describe
experimental results learning a more complicated
Cross-Categorization model of three datasets with
tens of features and up to 1 million datapoints.
2 Inference via
Subsample-Annealing
Subsample annealing generalizes the Gibbs-sampler
most commonly used in structural latent variable
models. Our approach considers the two steps of the
Gibbs-sampler, that is forgetting/removing a data-
point and conditionally-sampling/assigning a data-
point, as separate operations. Subsample annealing
is simply the implementation of a generalized sched-
ule for these two operations.
We use the Dirichlet Process Mixture Model
(DPMM) as the motivating example in this section,
but stress that this approach generalizes to a wide
class of models in which the latent state is an assign-
ment of datapoints to combinatorial objects.
1Proof: assuming a linear annealing schedule, the last
bT/Nc of T iterations use all N datapoints.
2.1 The DPMM Model
The DPMM is a popular nonparametric clustering
model in which we learn the posterior distribution on
assignments of datapoints to clusters. For a detailed
review of this model see [22].
Let X = [X1, . . . , XN ] be a list of datapoints, and
S = {1, . . . , N} be the set of datapoint indices.
We represent the latent assignment of datapoints to
clusters as a partition pi ⊆ 2S of datapoints into dis-
joint subsets.
The Chinese Restaurant process (CRP) representa-
tion of the DP gives a simple way to describe the
generative process. Let α > 0 be a parameter, called
the concentration parameter, G(θ) a prior on cluster
parameters, called the base distribution, and F (−|θ)
a likelihood model for observations given cluster pa-
rameters, called the component model. The first
datapoint is assigned to its own cluster and θ1 ∼
G, X1 ∼ F (− | θ1). Recursively, let pi = {pik}Kk=1
be a partition of the first n− 1 indices and {θk}Kk=1
a set of parameters. We generate datapoint Xn as
follows: with probability ∝ #pik, assign datapoint n
to cluster k and draw Xn ∼ F (− | θk); with proba-
bility ∝ α, assign datapoint n to a new cluster K+1
and draw θK+1 ∼ G, Xn ∼ F (− | θK+1).
Importantly, the distribution on clusterings induced
by the CRP is exchangeable, i.e. invariant to index
ordering.
2.2 Gibbs Sampling in DPMMs
The exchangeability property of the CRP suggests a
simple Gibbs-sampling algorithm for sampling from
the posterior distribution on clusterings [19]. First,
remove a random2 datapoint X∗ (with ∗ drawn uni-
formly from S) to form a set S′ ← S \ {∗} and a
restricted partition pi′ of S′. By exchangeability, the
conditional distribution on assignments of ∗ is the
same as if it were last in the index. If G and F are
conjugate, we can integrate out the cluster parame-
ters and sample a new assignment
P [∗ adds to cluster k] ∝ #pi′k p(X∗ | Xpi′k)
P [∗ starts a new cluster] ∝ α p(X∗)
(?)
Where p(X∗ | Xpi′k) is the marginal likelihood.
In the case where component models are conjugate,
the latent state can be represented entirely by the
2We assume a random scanning schedule which is eas-
ier to analyze and not inferior to systematic scanning [7]
2
assignment vector and the algorithm described is re-
ferred to as the collapsed Gibbs-sampler.
2.3 Subsample Annealing
The key observation of this paper is that by decou-
pling the remove and assign parts of a Gibbs sam-
pler, we can do approximate inference with proper
subsamples S of data points. That is, after removing
datapoint r, we add a datapoint a possibly distinct
from r.
Let S be a possibly proper subset of the data in-
dices, that is S ⊆ {1, . . . , N}. We remove a random
datapoint r as above and form the set S′ and re-
stricted partition pi′. We now draw a random data-
point Xa not in S
′ (a drawn from {1, . . . , N}\S′) to
assign. In the full data case the just-removed dat-
apoint {r} = {1, . . . , N} \ S′ is always immediately
reassigned, so we recover the classic Gibbs-sampling
algorithm. Finally we conditionally sample the par-
tition assignment of a according to (?).
Typically the assignment step dominates the com-
putational cost of the algorithm. Important in non-
parametric models, the number of clusters generally
grows as the subsample size increases (logarithmi-
cally in the CRP, polynomially in the Pitman-Yor
process), so the sampling step becomes more expen-
sive as the subsample size grows.
2.4 Subsample Annealing Schedules
Generally we can consider any subsample size
schedule β(t)N = #St satisfying |β(t + 1) −
β(t)|N ∈ {+1,−1}. For example the stan-
dard Gibbs sampler follows a constant schedule:
Algorithm Prior+Gibbs inference strategy
1. Generate initial clustering of N datapoints.
2. for t in [1, ..., T ]:
3. for n in [1, ..., N ]:
4. Remove a random assigned datapoint.
5. Reassign that datapoint.
All assignments are done with respect to the condi-
tional distribution (?). Generally the initial cluster-
ing of the data is a draw from the prior.
Another strategy is to initialize by assigning dat-
apoints sequentially, then run the Gibbs sampler
on the full dataset. That is, we could start by
adding datapoints incrementally, sampling each as-
signment conditioned on all previous assignments.
In the subsample annealing frame this a two-part
quench-then-mix schedule, quickly ramping from the
empty subsample to the full dataset, then running
the Gibbs sampler for a long time at full dataset size:
Algorithm Sequential+Gibbs inference strategy
1. Initialize empty.
2. for n in [1, ..., N ]:
3. Pick a random unassigned datapoint.
4. Assign the unassigned datapoint.
5. for t in [1, ..., T − 1]:
6. for n in [1, ..., N ]:
7. Remove a random assigned datapoint.
8. Reassign that datapoint.
With little more coding effort one can imple-
ment a gradual linear subsample-annealing schedule
Algorithm Anneal Subsample inference strategy
1. Initialize empty.
2. for n in [1, ..., N ]:
3. Pick a random unassigned datapoint.
4. Assign the unassigned datapoint.
5. for t in [1, ..., T ]:
6. Remove a random assigned datapoint.
7. Pick a random unassigned datapoint.
8. Assign the unassigned datapoint.
where datapoints are gradually churned in and out
of the latent state.
We have found in practice that this linear-growth
schedule β(t) ≈ tT performs well, and we analyze this
schedule henceforth. In choosing a schedule for real
inference, it is important to consider the wall clock
time cost of each iteration, which in practice differs
from the Gibbs assignment count. For example in
CRP models, the cost of Gibbs assignment grows
log(subsample size).
Like the Gibbs sampler, Subsample annealing
composes well with other inference methods,
e.g., for hyperparameter and structure inference.
In practice we sched-
ule hyperparameter
inference steps to
happen once per full
cycle through the
current subsample.
Early in the schedule, data churns relatively faster,
so hyperparameter inference steps are performed
more often.
3 Convergence Analysis
We now analyze in detail the effect of subsample-
annealing in two simple toy models, building intu-
3
ition and proving asymptotic speedup. Specifically
we show that (a) in a clustering model, subsam-
ple annealing speeds up mixing time N2 log( 1 ) →
N log( 1 ), and (b) in a simple two-mode energy bar-
rier model, speeds up mixing time exp(N) log(1 )→
N poly( 1 ).
3.1 Algorithm Interpretation
One way to see the effect of subsample annealing is
via the geometric interpretation of “classical” simu-
lated annealing, in Figure 1. While classical anneal-
ing vertically compresses the energy landscape by a
factor β, subsample annealing additionally3 horizon-
tally compresses the energy landscape by the same
factor β, corresponding in the Langevin dynamics
limit to a quadratic β−2 diffusion speedup4. Thus
the two effects of subsample annealing are (a) local
quadratic speedup, and (b) classical simulated an-
nealing, which allows faster mixing between modes,
as shown below.
3.2 Quadratic Local Speedup
Our first toy model distills the space-compressing
behavior of subsample annealing. Although in many
clustering models, energy scales linearly with data
size, we choose for the moment a single-feature
model where the data probability exactly balances
the prior, yielding no energy scaling, and hence sim-
plifying asymptotic analysis.
Consider a two-component mixture model of
boolean data, which we shall think of as a balls-
in-urns model. With known probability p balls are
either generated from the left or right urn. The
left urn generates balls which are red with unknown
probability pl and blue with probability 1−pl. The
right urn does the same according to parameter pr.
After generating N balls, we observe the balls and
their colors. We assume a beta prior on pl and pr
with hyperparameter α > 0. We are interested in
the posterior assignment of balls to urns.
We integrate out pl and pr by conjugacy and since
datapoints of the same color are indistinguishable,
we project down to the equivalent inference problem
of inferring the counts of red and blue balls in the
left and right urn from the total red and blue counts.
Intuitively the posterior is multimodal, as the beta
priors prefer segregation. Most likely all the red
3in many cases, however the first toy model below is
an exception.
4Langevin dynamics is invariant under the transfor-
mation (x, t) 7→ (βx, β2t).
balls came from the right urn or they all came from
the left urn. Figure 2 shows the distribution of la-
tent states after different inference strategies of equal
time-cost, in order of decreasing total variational dis-
tance (TVD) from the true posterior, which is indeed
multimodal. The parameters settings shown are the
Jeffreys prior α = 12 , and a slight bias p = 0.45 to-
wards one urn. The data consists of 8000 red balls
and 12000 blue balls.
To understand the effects of dataset scale when
subsampling large datasets, we analyze the large-
data continuous limit of the subsample-annealed
Gibbs-sampler, where inference can be modeled by
Langevin dynamics.
Consider a growing dataset with a fixed ratio of red-
to-blue datapoints (2:3 in Figure 2). Parametrize
the latent state by intrinsic variables
x =
#red on left
#red total
, y =
#blue on left
#blue total
Lemma 1. In the continuum limit as N →∞ with
the proportion of red balls fixed to r ∈ (0, 1), the
single-site Gibbs sampler’s effect can be described by
a Fokker-Planck PDE [9]
∂
∂t
p(x, y, t) = − 1
N
∇
(
f(x, y, t,
α
N
, r)p(x, y, t)
)
+
1
2N2
∇2
(
D(x, y, t,
α
N
, r)p(x, y, t)
)
with drift vector f and diffusion matrix D depend-
ing only on intrinsic quantities, invariant of dataset
size.
(see Appendix A for proof) As N grows and α/N is
held fixed, the diffusion rate scales as 1/N2. Thus
early in the schedule, subsample annealing mixes
quadratically faster; most of the mixing happens
early in the schedule.
Theorem 2. Consider a two-urn model with α > 0
and p ∈ (0, 1) fixed, and a constant ratio of red:blue
balls. To bound total variational distance below  ∈
(0, 1), (a) cold inference (β = 1) requires time
Tcold = O
(
N2 log (1/)
)
,
and (b) annealing at schedule β = tT requires time
Tanneal = O (N log (1/)) .
(see Appendix A for proof) Thus in the absence of
data-linear energy barriers between modes, subsam-
ple annealing scales linearly with data. We shall see
below that this data-linearity is preserved even in
the presence of some energy barriers.
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Inspired by the energy-and-space contraction result
above, we developed a full-data inference strategy
that behaves like subsample annealing in the contin-
uum limit, by block Gibbs sampling on a 1/β-sized
hand full of uniformly-colored balls at a time, mov-
ing them from one urn to another. This “Anneal
Stepsize” strategy, measured in Figure 2, is only of
theoretical interest, being more expensive and diffi-
cult to generalize to other models.
3.3 Exponential Global Speedup
We next show that simulated annealing to tempera-
ture 1 can provide exponential speedup over naive
MCMC in a simple model of a bimodal system.
In many models, energy barriers are proportional
to dataset size, so subsample annealing behaves
like classical simulated annealing (with a quadratic
speedup, as above).
Our next toy model distills the behavior of inference
around data-linear energy barriers. The previous
clustering model has two modes but was constructed
to have a limiting energy constant in N , leading to
the continuous limit. Slight modifications lead to a
bimodal system with limiting energy proportional to
dataset size, for example: inferring cluster parame-
ters rather than marginalizing over them; or learning
multiple features; or using other conjugate feature
models such as normal-inverse-χ2.
Consider a system with two modes separated by a
low-probability barrier, for example a two-feature
version of the above two-urn model. Assuming
within-mode mixing is much faster than inter-mode
jumping, we project the entire state down to the
probability masses [x, 1 − x] in the two modes. Let
γN be the energy gap separating modes and δN be
the energy barrier between modes, both proportional
to data size.
Lemma 3. The continuous-time dynamics of infer-
ence at inverse temperature β is
dx
dt
= exp(−βδN)
[
1
1 + exp(−βγN) − x
]
(1)
(see Appendix B for proof) We are then interested
in running inference from time 0 to some time T ,
starting from an arbitrary “data blind” initial state.
Theorem 4. Assume the energy barrier is positive
δ > 0 and the dataset is larger than necessary to
observe the energy gap N  log(2/)γ . Then to bound
total variational distance below  ∈ (0, 1), (a) cold
inference (β = 1) requires time
Tcold = O (exp(Nδ) log (1/)) ,
and (b) annealing at schedule β = tT requires time
Tanneal = O
(
Nδ log (1/) (1/)
δ
γ
)
.
(see Appendix B for proof) Thus in this toy model,
simulated annealing to temperature 1 can achieve
exponential speedup as data size grows, at least
when resolving features γ gross enough to be de-
tectable already with a small subsample of data (or
equivalently already at a high temperature). Prac-
tically Theorem 4 means that annealing with pro-
gressively longer durations T , we can resolve pro-
gressively finer features of the data, whereas cold
inference resolves features at rates independent of
their significance γ, i.e. depending only on δ. Thus
simulated annealing gracefully degrades in quality
depending on inference difficulty δ and feature sig-
nificance γ; it learns a combination of easy-to-infer
fine features and difficult-to-infer gross features.
Theorem 4 concerns classical simulated annealing
in a two state model. To relate this exponential
speedup back to subsample annealing in clustering
models, observe that when subsampling, the dynam-
ics in Equation 1 would only speed up (by an extra
factor of N−2). Hence at fixed feature grossness γ,
subsample annealing also mixes exponentially faster.
4 Experimental Results
To test the subsample annealing technique,
we use a Pitman-Yor [20] extension of the
Cross-categorization model [17] which first
partitions features via a Pitman-Yor process,
and then models each set of features as a
Pitman-Yor mixture of a product of features.
A sample
cross-categorization
Categorical features
are modeled as a mix-
ture of multinomials
with a non-uniform
Dirichlet prior, and
real-valued features
are modeled as a
mixture of Gaussians with a normal-inverse-χ2
prior. In addition to feature and data partitions, we
learn Pitman-Yor hyperparameters (α, d) for each
feature-set’s partition of data and for the overall
partition of features. For each categorical feature
we learn its Dirichlet hyperparameters, and for each
real-valued feature we learn its normal-inverse-χ2
hyperparameters [8]. All hyperparameter priors are
discrete grids spanning a wide range of values.
We learn hyperparameters by Gibbs-sampling con-
ditioned on data-to-cluster assignments. To learn
5
Figure 2: Distribution of latent states after 10N Gibbs steps with N = 20000 datapoints (= 8000 red +
12000 blue). Prior and posterior are exact; others are smoothed histograms of 106 Monte Carlo samples.
Total variational distance (TVD) is computed after smoothing. The Sequential strategy only performs N
initial Gibbs assignments. The Sequential+Gibbs strategy performs the N sequential assignments + 9N
full-data Gibbs steps. The Anneal Energy strategy runs Gibbs inference on full data but with a “hot”
data likelihood. The Anneal Stepsize strategy is a full-data inference strategy that behaves like subsample
annealing in the continuum limit.
the partitioning of features, we use a non-conjugate
Gibbs-sampler and a Metropolis-Hastings sampler to
propose new feature sets from the Pitman-Yor prior.
This last proposal step is sensitive to data size and
appears to significantly benefit from subsample an-
nealing.
We analyze three dataset: a small 307-row hospi-
tal ranking dataset with 63 real-valued features [25];
104–106 row subsamples of a US Census dataset [2]
with 68 categorical features; and 104–106 row sub-
samples of the KDD Cup 1999 network log dataset
[12] with 40 features including both real-valued and
categorical.
We assess inference quality by random cross-
validation. Each sample trains on a random subset
of 7/8 of the data and is scored on the remaining
1/8 of data using the function∑
t∈test
logP (t | trained model)
To show outlying bad samples, we plot individual
samples’ crossvalidation scores as well as the mean
log score for each algorithm. To compare quality
across datasets, we shift and scale log scores to be
zero-mean unit-variance within each dataset.
Empirically, we find subsample annealing results in
better crossvalidation score and much lower variance
in crossvalidation score (i.e., with fewer outlying bad
samples), in bounded wall clock time. Figure 3
shows three algorithms being run for different time-
bounds on all datasets. We also find (not shown)
that the feature partitions resulting from subsample
annealing are much more consistent, despite having
been learned at a strictly higher temperature than
those learned with MCMC inference.
We had expected sequential initialization to outper-
form initialization from the prior, as in the above toy
model, however empirically sequential initialization
is no better and is less robust than initialization from
the prior. We believe that this is due to our deeper
model, where at the time of sequential initialization,
hyperparameter values have not been learned, and
the blindly random hyperparameter values lead to
a poor initialized state. Subsample annealing ad-
dresses this by regularly performing hyperparameter
inference while slowly adding data to the subsample.
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Hospitals 307×63
Network 10000×40
Network 100000×40
Network 1000000×40
Census 10000×68
Census 100000×68
Census 1000000×68
Figure 3: Crossvalidation scores of 3 inference strategies learning 7 datasets constrained to different bounds
on wall clock time. The Anneal strategy runs subsample annealing. The Prior+Gibbs and Sequential+Gibbs
strategies run full-data MCMC chains with prior and sequential initialization, resp.
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5 Related Work
We view subsample annealing as an addition to the
class of MCMC methods [1,15,23,24] which allow for
a tunable tradeoff between bias and inference speed
advocated by Korattikara, Chen, and Welling [15]
in the context of stochastic gradient descent with
minibatches. As in our approach, they produce a
single sample by running a schedule that transitions
from fast-but-inaccurate to accurate-but-slow, much
like simulated annealing.
Simulated annealing [14] is an optimization algo-
rithm wherein a candidate solution follows Markov
chain dynamics through a time-varying energy (=
− log probability) landscape. Whereas in simulated
annealing the energy landscape is scaled by a time
varying inverse-temperature factor β(t), our sub-
sample annealing algorithm scales the dataset by
subsampling a portion β(t) of data. Whereas in op-
timization applications the temperature parameter
is cooled down to zero to yield an (approximate) op-
timal/MAP solution, in Bayesian applications the
temperature is instead cooled down to 1 to yield a
posterior sample [18]. The analogy between subsam-
ple size and temperature has recently been employed
in van de Meent, Paige, and Wood’s subsample tem-
pering algorithms [23].
Goodman and Sokal [11] develop a multiscale
method called Multigrid Monte Carlo (MGMC),
adapted from the multigrid method of solving PDEs.
Their MGMC approach avoids the slowdown of
single-site Gibbs inference by performing inference
on a hierarchy of representations at different lev-
els of coarseness. This approach is very similar to
the “horizontal compression” phenomenon we saw
in section 3.2. Liu and Sabatti [16] generalize the
MGMC method to a wider range of models includ-
ing “nonparametric” continuous time series.
Subsample annealing is related to other generalized
annealing techniques, in particular the sequential
buildup algorithm [26], which is based on the ob-
servation that the annealed (or tempered) param-
eter need not correspond to a formal temperature,
but may index any “suitably overlapping” collection
of distributions. A similar idea has been applied
to the problem of generating proposal clusterings in
a Metropolis-Hastings kernel for DPMMs [5]. Ad-
ditionally, sequential Monte Carlo or particle filter-
ing has been used in streaming inference of large
datasets [4, 6, 21].
Finally our method is an addition to the growing
number of subsample/minibatch approaches in both
variational [13] and MCMC [1,15,23,24] inference.
6 Discussion
Practitioners have increasingly used ideas like sub-
sample annealing to cope with large datasets, e.g.,
it is common to learn categories or hyperparameters
from a subsampled dataset, then run simpler infer-
ence to categorize the full dataset. We have provided
a principled alternative to these heuristics, proving
data-linear scaling in some models, and demonstrat-
ing improved inference on real datasets.
It is an open question when subsample annealing
can offer speedup. We have seen subsample an-
nealing significantly improve inference quality in
DPMM and Cross-Categorization models of some
real datasets (as in Figure 3), but on some datasets it
provides no improvement. We suspect this has to do
with the shape of the energy landscape in different
datasets. In the language of section 3.3, subsam-
pling offers the most improvement when the energy
barriers δ are large, and the energy gaps γ between
between hypotheses are moderate –sufficiently small
that many hypotheses are plausible, but sufficiently
large relative to δ that when the chain is run hot
enough to lower the barrier to a small βδ, the gap
βγ is still observable.
Subsample annealing may also be sensitive to rare
outliers that are missed early in the annealing sched-
ule. We suspect that the poor performance in the
largest Network dataset above may be caused by rare
“network intrusion events”. We hope to address out-
liers by using stratified subsampling, which favors
diverse subsamples.
While the theoretical results of section 3.2 indicate
exponential speedup in a two-component mixture
model, we suspect that nonparametric DPMMs al-
low faster mixing, so that subsample annealing may
only provide a polynomial speedup. However we sus-
pect that subsample annealing will help mixing even
more dramatically when learning structure, since
structure learning intuitively has higher barriers be-
tween hypotheses.
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A Proofs of clustering speedup
Proof of Lemma 1. Given portions x and y of red
and blue balls, resp., in the left urn, consider the
2 × 2 × 2 possible Gibbs moves: remove red/blue
from left/right urn and replace in left/right urn. For
large data size N , data size changes very little after
a single removal, so the add and remove steps decou-
ple into differentials dxrem, dyrem, dxadd, and dyadd.
Compute the probabilities of each move; then com-
pute the mean and variance in x and, by red-blue
symmetry, y:
E[dxrem] =
1
N
1− 2x
2
V[dxrem] =
1
N2
x(1− x)
r
E[dxadd] =
1
2N
n2r1 − n1r2
n2r1 + n1r2
+
α
N2
2n1
xr + (1− x)l
V[dxadd] =
1
N2
r n2r1 n1r2
(n2r1 + n1r2)2
+
α
N3
[
n1n2
(xn1 + (1− x)n2)2 +
2
xn1 + (1− x)n2
]
with lower-case intrinsic quantities defined as
r1 = (#red on left)/N r2 = (#red on right)/N
b1 = (#blue on left)/N b2 = (#blue on right)/N
n1 = r1 + b1 n2 = r2 + b2
These moments comprise the N -scaled Fokker-
Planck coefficients
f = N
[
E[dxrem + dxadd]
E[dyrem + dyadd]
]
D = N2
[
V[dxrem + dxadd] 0
0 V[dyrem + dyadd]
]
By inspection these depend only on intrinsic quan-
tities and the scaled hyperparameter αN .
Proof of Theorem 2. At fixed error bound , the
continuous dynamics is within  of true dynamics
by data size, say, N. Thus at large data sizes,
the MCMC dynamics is linear and mixing time is
Tcold = O
(
N2 log()
)
. In a subsample annealing
schedule β(t) = t/T , the subsample annealing dy-
namics at subsamples larger than N is approxi-
mately time-scaled versions of the dynamics at full
size N , so the effective schedule length is
Teff =
∫ T
N
N T
dt
β(t)2
=
1
N
[
1
N
− 1
N
]
≥ 2
NN
Since effective time is inverse in data size, annealing
mixes in time Tanneal = O (N log()).
B Proofs of bimodal speedup
Proof of Lemma 3. Consider a two-state system
x = [x, 1− x]T at energy levels [Nγ, 0]. The steady-
state solution at temperature β should be pibeta :=
[σ(βγN), σ(βγN)], where σ(t) = 11+exp(−t) is the lo-
gistic sigmoid function. In continuous time mixing,
we think of the state briefly jumping on to an en-
ergy barrier of height βδN then jumping back down
according to piβ . If the rate of jumping up to energy
βδN is exp(−βδN), then the dynamics is:
dx
dt
= exp(−βδN)
[[
σ(βγN) σ(βγN)
σ(−βγN) σ(−βγN)
]
− I
]
x
The first coordinate x determines the state; expand-
ing yields Equation 1.
Proof of Theorem 4. In this binary system the TVD
of state x from truth is |x−xtrue| = |x−σ(γN)|. Now
we seek asymptotic lower bounds on T guaranteeing
TVD< . To prove (a) observe that in cold infer-
ence (β = 1), the system is linear homogeneous with
eigenvalue exp(−Nδ). To prove (b) we transform
from time coordinates t to “natural” coordinates
τ = exp
(
T
Nδ
[
exp
(
−Nδt
T
)
− exp (−Nδ)
])
,
where, assuming worst-case initial condition x(0) =
0, the final state x is a uniform integral
x =
∫ 1
0
σ(β(τ)Nγ) dτ
involving the transformed annealing schedule
β(τ) =
−1
Nδ
log
(
exp(−Nδ)− Nδ
T
log(τ)
)
.
Using the inequality σ(γ) − σ(βγ) ≤ exp(−βγ), we
can bound error by
TVD <
∫ 1
0
exp(−β(τ)Nγ) dτ (2)
Since the integrand exp(−β(τ)Nγ) is bounded in
(0, 1), and β(τ) is increasing, Equation 2 holds if
T is chosen large enough that exp(−β(/2) > 1, for
example if
T >
Nδ log
(
2

)(

2
) δ
γ − exp(−Nδ)
or more conservatively, for any K > 1, and suffi-
ciently large N ,
T > KNδ log
(
2

)(
2

) δ
γ
,
whence the asymptotic bound.
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